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Abstract
The topic of this paper, competences needed for outsourcing, is organized
by first providing a generic competence scheme, which is subsequently
instantiated to the area of sourcing and outsourcing. Sourcing and out-
sourcing are positioned as different areas of activity, neither one of which
is subsumed under the other one. It is argued that competences relevant
for outsourcing are mainly community based rather than evidence based.
Subjective ability and objective ability are distinguished as categories, to-
gether making up ability, which are distinct but not necessarily disjoint
from competence. Conjectural ability is introduced as a form of subjec-
tive ability. A person’s competence profile includes competences as well
as abilities, including subjective ones. Competence assessment and acqui-
sition as well as the impact of assessed competence on practical work is
described. The analysis of competence and ability thus developed is used
as standpoint from which to extract a specification of an audience for a
theory of outsourcing, yet to be written. Moreover, it allows to formulate
requirements for and in preparation of the development of an outsourcing
theory. Formulating these requirements is done under the assumption that
a person’s awareness of a theory of outsourcing is expected to strengthen
that person’s outsourcing competence profile.
∗This work has been performed in the context of Symbiosis, an NWO funded project (NWO
is The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research), which focuses on software process
outsourcing. The title is ambiguous, it can be disambiguated as follows: X-competence where
“X = outsourcing”. When making reference to this paper we will refer to the authors as J.A.
Bergstra, G.P.A.J. Delen, and S.F.M. van Vlijmen. Here Jan abbreviates Johannes and Bas
abbreviates Sebastiaan as is customary in Dutch.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide requirements for a theory of outsourc-
ing.1 In particular we will consider outsourcing as a competence2 which can be
acquired and productively exploited. Inspection of the literature on sourcing
and outsourcing demonstrates that this is a high impact area of practice. Even
without having any detailed theoretical framework on outsourcing available,
and without having stable working definitions of the notions involved at hand,
it is possible to analyze competences relevant for sourcing (and in particular IT
sourcing) and outsourcing. Our objective is to discuss competences relevant for
sourcing and for outsourcing in a top-down fashion, in such a way that one may
impose requirements, or at least expectations about what theoretical work on
outsourcing may add to the cluster of competences at hand.
This paper complements our work in [6] where it is argued that in the defini-
tions of outsourcing and related concepts used and surveyed by Delen in [11, 12]3
and in many later definitions an ambiguity is somehow built in. An attempt was
made in [6] to disambiguate the concepts of insourcing and outsourcing. The
key design decision which we will import from that paper is that outsourcing
1This work aims to contribute to the area of software process outsourcing, which is a part
of IT-sourcing as well as of software engineering. An outsourcing theory relevant for software
engineering can be understood as a specialization of a more general theory of outsourcing,
which, however, we could not retrieve in a satisfactory way from the existing outsourcing
literature. Now developing a theory of outsourcing from scratch is problematic because it is
dependent on one’s objectives and formulating these objectives requires a jargon which the
theory is meant to explain in the first place.
Outsourcing competence turns out to be a notion which can be used in advance of the
development of a theory of outsourcing and which is helpful for preparing a stage where
objectives of and for a theory of outsourcing can be specified. The rationale for classifying
this work under software engineering is indirect. It contributes to the requirements engineering
that precedes the development of a general outsourcing theory, needed itself for developing a
software engineering specific theory of outsourcing.
2In [20] a competence is defined as the ability to do something. Wikipedia distinguishes
several fields of competence, in particular HRM and describes it in that particular context as
“a standardized requirement for an individual to properly perform a specific job”; Merriam-
Webster.com defines competence amongst other uses as the state of being competent, where
out of four different options “having requisite or adequate ability or quality” is most suited
to the objectives of this paper. BusinessDictionary.com has:
“A cluster of related abilities, commitments, knowledge, and skills that enable
a person (or an organization) to act effectively in a job or situation. Compe-
tence indicates sufficiency of knowledge and skills that enable someone to act
in a wide variety of situations. Because each level of responsibility has its own
requirements, competence can occur in any period of a person’s life or at any
stage of his or her career.”
as the first description of competence, besides a legal meaning which occurs in all dictionaries
as well. Further Merriam-Webster.com explains ability trivially as “the quality or state of
being able” and also as “competence in doing”, with “natural aptitude or acquired proficiency”
as a third meaning.
3In Delen [11, 12] a survey is given of definitions of outsourcing, insourcing, outtasking,
intasking, follow-up sourcing, back-sourcing, greenfield outsourcing and greenfield insourcing.
As early references concerning sourcing Delen mentions: [15], [18], [19]. In addition to these
notions multiple outsourcing has become prominent, a definition thereof can be found in [7]
where multiple outsourcing is subsumed under outsourcing.
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and insourcing will refer to transformations rather than to steady states arrived
at after an appropriate transformation. This view was extended in [2] where the
term sourcement has been coined for referring to the temporally static assign-
ment of units to each of the sources in a group of sources, in combination with
an assignment to each source of one or more business processes and themes as
being enabled by the source’s presence. We will assume this interpretation of
outsourcing and the notion of a sourcement below. A basic sourcement consti-
tutes of a single source, and a link to a unit (its owner), or it constitutes a group
of sources each assigned to the same unit (owner), such that future outsourcing
of some but not all sources in the group or outsourcing of different sources in
the group to different units is implausible.
Sourcing is then conceived as the provisioning of sourcements, whereas out-
sourcing, insourcing, backsourcing, and follow-up outsourcing denote classes of
transformations of sourcements seen from the perspective of a specific unit and
its mission.
1.1 Terminology
Many related terms will be used in the paper, and in the absence of very clear
semantic intuitions about the use of these terms we will try to use the in a
systematic fashion and explain how that is intended. Unfortunately our expla-
nation of these conventions below will not unambiguously resolve in all cases
which term to use in a specific context.
1.1.1 Domain, theme, subject, topic, field, area, and aspect
The terms domain, theme, subject, topic, aspect, field, and area will be used
with the following conventions in mind. A domain is a field of human operation
and activity. IT is an example of a domain. A subject is a focus of study, with
outsourcing as an example. At the same time IT can be a subject of study and
research.
A topic is a coherent part of a subject, in other words a topic is a sub-subject.
Topics have aspects. EU procurement of services is a topic in the context of the
subject of service procurement which includes service acquisition by independent
organizations as well as by state controlled organizations. Different patterns of
EU procurement procurement processes each constitute aspects of that topic.
A theme is an internal or external business objective of a unit. HRM is an
example of a theme in some unit. Of course HRM can also occur as a subject
of study and it may be even be understood as a domain, when undone from its
unit specific aspects.
The term area will be used for clusters of subjects as well as for vaguely spec-
ified subsets of subjects. Sourcing and outsourcing is an area. IT outsourcing
may also be labeled an area. A field is similar to an area but with a bias towards
demarcation of competence and human activity. As an example: outsourcing
consultancy is a field of professional activity.
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It has proven difficult to make use of these terms in a completely systematic
way and moreover the mentioned conventions are not generally agreed upon.
Nevertheless we have tried to adhere to this interpretation of these terms even
in cases where other use of words seems somewhat more plausible. Many nouns
can occur in different roles, and even a noun may occur in different roles simul-
taneously in the same occurrence in the same sentence.
As an example for role multiplicity consider Mw for weight measurement.
Mw is a very general area which comprises many specialized competences. Mw
may be a subject of research and teaching at some technical university,Mw may
appear as a theme in a food production chain. Then the theme Mw may for
instance be considered a costly part of the production process. Domain specific
Mw is a field of expertise for workers in some area. Mw may feature as an aspect
of quality control in a plant, Mw with high precision is a topic in Mw, dealing
with the problems that arise if dangerous substances must be measured is an
aspect of Mw.
1.1.2 Competence, competency, ability, capability, capacity, skill
We understand competency and competence to have the same meaning and
of these two we will use competence throughout the paper. Competence and
ability are categories which can be instantiated for a domain or an area. Per
area competence and ability may range from being identical to being disjoint
and both possibilities in between. In outline, but not in all specific contexts, a
competence is marked by it being recognized by others as a means to some end,
and an ability is marked by it being effective for reaching some goal.
We will make no use of the term capability, but we will assume that capa-
bilities are for groups of persons what abilities are for individuals. We make
no use of the term skill but we will assume that a skill is to be placed between
an ability and a competence, being technically well specified like most compe-
tences and being oriented towards an objective though not necessarily proven
to be effective. Capacity is often used with the same meaning as capability but
it has an an important additional meaning referring to a type of a role.
1.2 A pragmatic perspective on outsourcing competence?
As an introduction to the detailed problem statement of this paper as given in
1.4 we list a number of viewpoints which together may constitute a (seemingly)
pragmatic perspective on sourcing competence and outsourcing competence.
Pragmatic as used in the title of this Paragraph is meant to indicate that all
words are used with a seemingly most useful meaning and that a story fitting a
presentation with a few bullets is sought. The question mark represents doubts
concerning this so-called pragmatic perspective. This critique will be formulated
in detail and accordingly redesigning an explanation of outsourcing competence
so that this critique is remedied is the core of the paper. (Outsourcing) compe-
tence will be understood as a component of a so-called (outsourcing) competence
4
profile.4
With S&O we denote the combined area of sourcing and outsourcing. The
propositions below together outline the pragmatic perspective on S&O compe-
tence.
1. S and O need not be distinguished. Sourcing may represent all of S&O.
2. S&O competence results from having been active in one or more roles in
practical outsourcing processes.
3. S&O competence is strengthened by reading generally approved literature
about the subject.
4. Adequate certification guarantees adequate competence.
5. A person P ’s increased S&O competence leads to an increased probability
to succeed in performing roles in S&O processes when P is asked to do so.
6. In other words: competence must lead to ability, because ability is what
makes a project succeed.
7. In the area of S&O, competence and ability need not be distinguisthed.
If one insists on maintaining that distinction nevertheless, ability is an
abstract functional version of competence. More generally: X ability
is what X competent persons have if one abstracts from their past and
experience. Competence can be certified by looking at files. Ability is a
property that can be tested and observed.
8. Ability is situation dependent: a competent person may at some moment
be unable to perform, but an incompetent person is unlikely to perform
adequately in a demanding situation. Avoidable human mistakes may find
their cause either in situational inability or in structural incompetence.
Such issues must be counteracted by different means.
9. Empirical research on S&O leads to a stronger evidence base for methods
and practices that are applied by persons with S&O competence.
10. Working towards evidence based S&O competence is an objective of the
S&O industry. Research leads to that state. For that reason it must be
supported.
4Much of this discussion is quite general and independent of the specific subject of sourcing
and outsourcing. We failed to find in the literature an explanation of the concepts of compe-
tence and ability with the kind of features that we need. In particular we found no source for
the notion of “conjectural ability”, or an equivalent notion, that we will need to position the
extension that awareness of novel theory may effect in relation to a person’s existing compe-
tence. Concerning that extension two conceptual problems are encountered which need to be
remedied. The major difficulty is that this extension may potentially lie outside competence
in categorical terms. So we will need a bigger container in which to include both competence
and this extension. That container is termed “competence profile”. The minor difficulty is
that awareness of novel and perhaps speculative theory need not imply actual ability. That
issue will be settled by speaking of conjectural ability.
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11. Only if research adds to the evidence base of S&O, a person’s awareness
of its outcome effects a growth of that person’s competence.
1.2.1 Critique on the pragmatic perspective
We will explain in detail why we will distinguish sourcing from outsourcing in
the paper. More importantly, however, against this “pragmatic theory” the
following arguments can be put forward both in general and also on the specific
case of S&O.
• The assumption that competence implies ability presupposes an evidence
base for competence. In the area of S&O providing that evidence base is
currently unachievable. For that reason a notion of competence is needed
that does not imply ability and that is independent of the availability of
an evidence base.5
• S&O ability is a relevant concept if only because it can be hypothesized
in spite of the fact that its assessment requires a grip on an evidence
base which is not remotely available at present. For that reason we will
propose to think in terms of conjectural abilities. Such conjectures may
be put forward by small communities not representing even a significant
minority of the community that decides on competence.
• Ability is not an abstract version of competence. Conjectural ability may
be but need not be a component of competence.
1.2.2 A comparison with evidence based medicine
In order to explain the conceptual difficulty with the “pragmatic theory” let
us consider the now increasingly common concept of evidence based medicine
(EBM).6 If EBM is a step forward then medical competence has been non-
evidence based in the past. The very focus on EBM indicates that non-evidence
based medicine is the starting point. Some hold that conventional medicine
is EBM by definition.7 That is unconvincing: conventional medicine is based
on a mainstream accreditation of competences (we will denote it with CCBM:
conventional competence based medicine below), whereas alternative medicine
lies outside that area. The available evidence base is not sufficiently large to
ensure that all actions performed by medical professionals with conventional
5Our work can be criticized for portraying the presence of an evidence base as a matter
of yes or no, that is too much a black and white picture, whereas in practice the presence of
an evidence base is a gradual matter. Taking a degree of being evidence based into account
at this stage introduces a formidable additional complexity. That the analysis of competence
and ability can be performed at all on the basis of a black and white scheme is an assumption
that underlies our work.
6The Wikipedia page on alternative medicine is very informative about these matters.
7This is what the pragmatic theory of competence and ability would imply in the case
of medicine. To see this implication it must be assumed that medical actors are competent
and that their competence implies ability, which shows up in an increased success rate for
therapeutic actions.
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competence is evidence based. That is even a theoretical impossibility, there
will always be marginal cases where the evidence collected thus far is insufficient
to justify a preference for selecting a particular course of action, while the need
“to do something” cannot be denied. Conventional competence provides rules
of conduct in the absence of a convincing evidence base, just as well as in its
presence. These rules may be changed if the evidence base or its interpretation
improves.
One might say that so-called CAM (complementary and alternative medicine)
claims conjectural abilities for persons performing certain forms of investigation
and treatment.8
Thus, in order to appreciate the value of EBM one must appreciate that
CCBM excludes CAM rather than that it positively implies a professional’s
abilities. The EBM fraction of CCBM is probably growing. That is most likely
the case when measured in terms of knowledge. When measuring in terms of
numbers of treatments applied by medical professionals the growth of the rela-
tive frequency of EBM is limited by the fact that successful EBM when applied
to a specific case is likely to come to an end whereas non evidence based CCBM
may go on forever without solving the problem. As people live longer, a plausi-
ble consequence of well-organized EBM (almost by definition), they may develop
a greater variety of problems for which no significant evidence base can be gen-
erated. In an extreme future development each EBM enabled case is diagnosed
and treated automatically by means of computers and robots, and human med-
ical professionals are called in only when EBM is inapplicable and either non
evidence based CCBM must be applied, or CAM is tried. This thought ex-
periment even potentially undermines the objective that medical professionals
should increasingly apply EBM methods. If the difference between non evi-
dence based CCBM and CAM is blurred, which would not be unreasonable on
the long run, the future of human medical professionals may even be mainly, if
not exclusively, outside EBM.
1.3 Personal and aggregate based competence
Competence can reside in an individual person or in some aggregate. It may
reside in a group of named persons, in an organization which due to size and
structure has become independent of its individual employees, in an institution
comprising many organizations, and in a community which is large enough to
be independent of its particular members. We assume that group competence,
community competence and organizational competence are each resulting from
two ingredients: (i) the cumulative competence of group members, community
members, and institution employees, and (ii) the availability of an accessible
8These conjectures are more often than not disputed by members of the conventional
medical profession. What speaks against an outright rejection of CAM is the large number of
of patients who make use of it in some form or another, many of whom are reporting positive
experiences about CAM, a phenomenon which by itself requires an explanation.
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information base for the group, community, or institution.9
Below we will focus on individual and personal competences. It is assumed
that these are also a key component of competences higher levels of aggregation
(group, organization, institution, and community). Only in the presence of
group members with individual competence can a group show group competence
and the building and usage of an adequate and effective information base is also
preconditioned on the existence of such persons. The question how to design
and develop a useful information base on sourcing and outsourcing is far from
trivial and has not yet been solved.
The term competence has many meanings apart from the dictionary entries
that already have been mentioned. In [26] doubts are expressed that the phrase
management competence is of any use given the different approaches to its
meaning. It is stated that instead of defining competence some of its forms
may be specified such as hard and soft competences or threshold and high
performance competences. One needs a definition of competence if it is to be
made measurable. That can vary from context to context. In [29] a liberal
approach is taken, and competence can refer to a large range of packages of
abilities, skills, cognitive and emotional capabilities, attitudes and convictions.
In the sequel a lightweight interpretation of competence will be used, which
includes topical knowledge as well as topical experience. Thus following the
usage below claiming competence is less demanding than claiming knowledge,
skill, ability, comprehension, overview, performance, understanding, or insight.
1.4 Survey of the paper
Having posed the questions to be addressed by way of a so-called pragmatic
perspective on competence and its critique above, we proceed with a description
of what one might call outsourcing practice here termed professional action
embedded sourcing and outsourcing activities.
In Section 3 we deal extensively with competence. We begin with a generic
competence classification, which is then instantiated for sourcing and outsourc-
ing related topics.
We are led to the observation that outsourcing in general and domain specific
sourcing (such as IT sourcing), can and should be distinguished and that neither
of these are subsumed under a service industry competence that transpires from
the literature on service science.
Then we list a number of issues that come into play if individual acqui-
sition of competence on sourcing and outsourcing is contemplated, including
measurement of competence in the absence of evidence based methods.
In Section 4 a distinction is made between (i) competence, which in the
case of sourcing and outsourcing is labeled as community confirmed competence
9Organizational competence understood as core competence need not be derived in a bot-
tom up way from what employees can do alone and in teams. In [31] a top-down approach
for detecting such competences is preferred. It is even claimed in [31] that staff need not
be aware of a company’s core competences, so that mining those becomes a non-trivial task
which needs to be done in a systematic fashion.
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(which may both be evidence based and non evidence based) , (ii) ability which
must be evidence based, and so-called conjectural ability. Several classifications
of ability are given, and comments on the acquisition of abilities are provided.
In section 5 the question is considered what forms of theory of outsourcing
may exist.
In section 6 requirements will be formulated on a theory of outsourcing, (yet
to be developed), under the assumption that awareness of an outsourcing theory
(compliant with these requirements) contributes in a well-understood way to a
person’s outsourcing competence profile.
Finally Section 7 contains concluding remarks.
1.5 Are we begging the question?
The set-up of this paper makes it vulnerable to the following objection. If out-
sourcing competence is assumed as a criterion for defining the paper’s audience,
and if from that notion further requirements are derived on how to design a
theory of outsourcing that enhances outsourcing competence: how to prevent
that the theory subsequently leads to a different definition of outsourcing thus
rendering the original audience description as well as the analysis of what that
audience needs deprecated.
Of course this problem can be avoided by working out the details of an
outsourcing theory first, and only thereafter presenting the story, but doing that
is not our plan, because we intend to work in a systematic top-down fashion,
while leaving open on purpose where outsourcing theory development is actually
going to bring us.
The objection may be rephrased as follows, (i) what can be inferred if some
transformation that was thought of as outsourcing fails to comply the criteria
that the theory demands once having been developed in significant detail, and
(ii) what can be inferred if some activities are considered outsourcing after all
that don’t match the description on which the original indication of the intended
audience was based. Issue (ii) has the simpler answer: if the relevant audience
turns out to be larger than originally thought some additional presentation for
that additional audience can be considered.
The first issue is more problematic and in addition its occurrence is more
plausible. Indeed we will classify some activities under IT-sourcing which might
be classified as IT-outsourcing by other observers of the outsourcing industry.
So the theory that we are looking for is probably more restrictive than some
common interpretations of the jargon suggest. In that case the theory is not
applicable to certain cases in spite of the fact that those cases are often con-
sidered to represent instances of outsourcing. This limitation is acceptable if a
person P who intends to apply the theory is informed about it.
Besides the chicken and egg problem just mentioned that comes about from
specifying an audience for an outsourcing theory before providing its details, a
second matter may give rise to objections. Outsourcing is not subsumed under
sourcing but making a firm distinction between sourcing and outsourcing is a
conceptual challenge. Sourcing will be understood from the perspective of a
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unit U as taking care of the availability to U of adequate sourcements in order
to satisfy U ’s functional needs.
Sourcement transformation is the subject of transforming sourcements, in-
cluding the design and putting into effect of transitions implementing such trans-
formations.
Outsourcing is the most well-known sourcement transformation. Apart from
representing a specific sourcement transformation type it often stands for the
entire range of sourcement transformations combined with a fundamental aware-
ness of unit mission policies. So in advance of a more detailed theoretical
treatment, outsourcing (assuming a context where it also stands for insourcing,
backsourcing, and follow-up sourcing) may be understood as “mission based
sourcement transformation”, or when mission matters less as “mission aware
sourcement transformation”.
2 Professional action embedded sourcing and out-
sourcing activities
The notion of a person P ’sX competence, understood as the quality of P thatX
type tasks are usually performed adequately by P , is somehow circular.10 To see
this circularity it is helpful to consider incompetence, understood as the absence
of competence, rather than competence. If X stands for piloting a glider plane
then claiming P ’s incompetence for X (in the absence of an outright security
incident during an actual flight piloted by P ) often requires the availability of a
more rudimentaryX competence, sayX ′, that is X subsumes X ′, which enables
an observer to create a testing context in which P can fail on performing an
X ′ task. The circularity appears through the incentive to find X ′ in order to
clarify what incompetence may amount to in the particular case at hand.
We speak of professional action embedded activities11 in order to indicate
10Even if one accepts the implication from P ’s (high) probability to succeed on X tasks to
P ’s X competence (which we will not do), then this one way implication falls short of defining
competence.
11One may consider to replace “professional action embedded” by “professional” in the
context at hand. That only seemingly leads to be a simplification, however. In this paper
professional activity is supposed not to imply competence, at least not by necessity, though
often it will. Indeed a professional in some domain can be incompetent, which state of affairs
may be undesirable but is not incoherent. It may be an objective to manage a profession X in
such a way that all X professionals areX competent. It may be an objective of X professionals
as a group to organize themselves and to develop an agreement about what X competence
amounts to and to enforce subsequently that in due time all X professionals are certified as
to comply with the qualification of having provably acquired that competence. Of course the
specification of X competence may be in need of maintenance which can be done under the
responsibility of the X professional’s organization. After some evolution of the domain X
and its profession, the very concept of X competence itself, as laid down at some stage, may
enter the definition of an X professional thus disabling the decoupling of these matters. In
that case clarification may be obtained by working out a progressively demanding sequence of
competence specifications (qualifications) in parallel with a progressively restrictive sequence
of descriptions of the profession at hand. These complexities are avoided by making use of
the phrase “professional action embedded”.
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that (i) tasks are performed with full concentration and on the basis of adequate
preparation, and (ii) that at least in principle some external agent must be
satisfied with the outcome of the activities, and (iii) that the result of the
activity takes priority over its learning outcome on the persons involved as well
as on their appreciation of the time spent on the matter.
Thus an actor’s professional action embedded activities are: (a) not pri-
marily motivated by the learning outcome for the actor, (b) not motivated by
a recreational value for the actor, and (c) have no health or well-being target
for the actor except generating normal remuneration. For professional action
embedded activity it is (d) not guaranteed that the actor is aware of or applies
best practices in any form, and (e) it is also not implied that the actor is specif-
ically certified or qualified. Further (f) no external performance measurement
or assessment is required for professional action embedded activity.
We cannot analyze outsourcing competence by first explaining outsourcing
tasks and roles and then explaining what competence means in these particular
cases as if competence does not enter the description of these roles and tasks
to begin with. The solution for this particular circularity lies in abstraction.
Providing an abstract indication of the activities within the target domain at
hand, an indication that suffices for an originally uninitiated person to appreci-
ate may be possible for persons not equipped with any preliminary competence
for the target domain. Some examples may be useful: (i) vertical rock climbing
in the Dolomites as an activity. This activity can be explained by means of
some text with pictures without requiring or transferring any competence for it,
(ii) driving a motorcycle in an EU country, (iii) outside high altitude tightrope
walking without fall protection and without a balance bar.
Now we will provide an outline of the activities on which this paper will focus.
This outline has no pretense of providing complete and adequate definitions,
important aspects are missed out. But it provides an abstraction that serves as
a starting point.12 The terminology of units and sourcements is taken from [2].
12This is a notorious difficulty regarding the use of non-mathematical definitions. If we
write that a car is a means of transportation that assertion cannot serve as a definition of
a car, because it is insufficiently specific. Nevertheless it is a valid assertion about cars for
those who know what a car is already. But if we have not yet encountered any cars how
to get started? We will think in terms of an author (or speaker) who knows (or claims to
know) what a car is and who intends to communicate that knowledge in a structured and
top-down fashion, introducing additional detail only when needed. Introducing a car as a
means of transportation can serve as a kind of preliminary definition sufficient for initiating a
discussion of cars. It may be considered a definition with a low resolution. Perhaps one may
speak of a low resolution predefinition, which can be refined during the course of a discussion
by predefinitions with a higher resolution until perhaps a “true” definition is obtained. Using
software engineering terminology one might prefer to think in terms of a specification in some
stage of refinement. But in software engineering one specifies a representative of a known class
(of systems) by means of its properties. What gets lost when talking of specifications is the
intentional aspect. The assertion that a car is a means of transportation can make sense to an
audience of persons who have never seen anything like a car before, and who know that they
are probably going to be introduced to a completely novel idea. The transmission of a low
resolution predefinition of a car is only a first stage in a process which is supposed to end in a
state where the members of the audience have a workable mental picture of a car available, even
if no cars yet exist. A (concept forming, or following the terminology of [6], an imaginative)
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2.1 Outsourcing and insourcing
Outsourcing is about realizing business transformations where a sourcement is
moved outside a unit (the outsourcing unit) while still performing a significant
part of its original role (the production of a service) towards the original unit,
for some period to come. Outsourcing activities appear in many different roles
from decision making to transition management and from business case analysis
to contact design. The group of persons working on an outsourcing task must be
fully aware of the impact this has on the outsourcing unit’s mission, an adverse
impact is inconstistent with the very concept of outsourcing.
Outsourcing takes place in many different domains. Domain specific out-
sourcing such as IT-outsourcing is specific for a particular domain.
Insourcing is complementary to outsourcing: if a unit incorporates a source-
ment in the course of an outsourcing, that unit is said to be insourcing the
sourcement. It is likely that an insourcing organization has a mission with a fo-
cus on specific domains, for instance: IT services, IT system development, book-
keeping and financial services, catering and serving specific foods and drinks,
dedicated research and development, managing IPR portfolios. It is plausible
that insourcing is done compatible with the insourcer’s mission but that is not
imperative. Insourcing activities comprises all tasks performed concerning a
sourcement transferral on behalf of the insourcing unit.
There is an asymmetry between outsourcing organizations and insourcing
organizations. Insourcers may primarily view their own business as service pro-
vision with insourcing as a second best option, necessary to offer when a poten-
tial customer is only willing to accept particular services if some of its sources
are insourced by the prospective service provider, thereby reducing the cost for
the outsourcer, but at the same time significantly increasing the complexity for
the service provider. No outsourcer, however seems to be in the business of
outsourcing as such.13 Outsourcing is hardly conceivable as a unit’s mission
itself, while thematic service provision, systematically expanded by successive
definition then is an abstraction (or better, a description of an abstraction) extracted from a
range of more detailed (higher resolution) mental pictures, preferably collected from different
persons. Deciding upon a definition is a matter of individual or of group decision making
because there is no intrinsic quality of “being a definition”, which can be checked, though
some design rules can be applied. For instance the removal of all intentional aspects adds to
the quality of a definition. Predefinitions, however, may be stated in intentional terms.
13This may be disputed: for a university it may be a useful strategy to develop activities
(sourcements) internally to the level that these can be successfully outsourced. One may
think of timetabling processes, research contract management processes, educational online
publishing, and highly specialized international staff recruitment. This ambition to outsource
a sourcement for which a unit has been the primary customer is quite different from the
conventional breeding of a spin-off company within the institution because the institution
constitutes the first and pioneering client for the new sourcements service. Outsourcing of
sourcements which are vital (that is mission critical, though not mission defining) to a unit
may initially take place towards some kind of holding remotely controlled by the outsourcing
institution intending to sell it with profit once new external clients have been found. Seen from
this perspective it becomes plausible to invest much more effort and funding in sourcements
hosting mission critical competences that are not non-mission defining. This fits well with the
explanation of the potential of outsourcing at large in [2].
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insourcing operations in order to gain market share, may very well be a unit’s
mission. If one modifies outsourcing into service consumption the situation does
not change: service consumption (whether or not restricted to a specific domain)
cannot constitute the mission of a unit. We find that outsourcing and insourc-
ing have a quite different relation to the mission of the unit which performs the
sourcement transformation.14
2.2 Backsourcing and follow-up outsourcing
Essential for outsourcing is the temporary nature of the business relation. Back-
sourcing is a partial inverse of outsourcing which may be encountered after the
task allocation resulting from an outsourcing has come to an end, for instance
because of contract expiration. Instead of backsourcing, besides task termina-
tion, follow-up outsourcing is an option. That involves finding a new unit and
moving towards a situation as if the outsourcing had been performed towards
that new unit.
2.3 Sourcing
Sourcing involves all activities intended to make appropriate sources available
for a unit and to maintain their good order. The difference between sourcing
and procurement is not always appreciated, but we hold that procurement may
be considered a part of sourcing which has some bias towards the initial phase of
sourcing, that is making sources available, while sourcing expressively concerns
the question which sources a unit is best advised to avail itself of. Sourcing
professionals must think in terms of a sourcing strategy for a specific domain,
for instance IT sourcing. For a complex organization sourcing activities re-
quire up-to-date knowledge of developments in the relevant service industries as
well as spotting technological progress which may indicate plausible insourcing
transitions or which enables backsourcing (though in a different form) business
processes that had previously been outsourced because of their dependence on
complex technologies.
We hold that there is no general or generic sourcing profession because that
is too general. There are many thematic sourcing competences, however. In
contrast there is a generic outsourcing profession, which includes backsourcing
and follow-up outsourcing activities as well. Probably there exists no general
insourcing profession but there are domain specific insourcing areas with a suf-
ficient size to allow professional development.
2.4 Domain specific sourcing and outsourcing
Given a domain, say IT, one may reconsider the above survey of activities and
contemplate the following dedicated fields of specific activity.
14So, whereas professional insourcing might be viewed as an add on feature of the service
industry, if not as a kind of service itself, outsourcing has a much more independent status.
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IT outsourcing. This has been an important subject, often referred to as ITO,
but it is gradually overtaken by IT sourcing, because many organizations
have already outsourced a large fraction of their IT sourcements. Further
the aspect of outsourcing gradually diminishes in favor of a less constrained
process of making use of IT services.
IT insourcing. This has been an important activity enabling the rapid growth
of some international service providers. However, cost effective service
provision without any promise to insource any of the outsourcer’s source-
ments is becoming more prominent.
IT sourcing. This is a very important activity, rapidly developing into a profes-
sion in support of general IT management, needed by many organizations.
IT sourcing consultancy. This is an equally important activity, rapidly devel-
oping into a profession in support of general IT management, needed by
many organizations. The point is that a specialized IT sourcing consul-
tant can become more experienced in IT sourcing than a specialist operat-
ing within company bounds, especially if the company is either relatively
small or if it is mainly focused on objectives outside IT. What adds to
the plausibility of IT sourcing consulting is the rapid speed of technology
change in IT. Even taking notice of this dynamics may be unfeasible for
a small or medium-sized organization. Working together may be blocked
by legislation on fair competition.
IT outsourcing consultancy. This activity is widespread because outsourcing
may be incidental for the outsourcer and may not be part of its normal
business model so that it cannot entirely be handled by a company’s own
crew. IT insourcing consultancy is a less plausible activity because in-
sourcing is likely to be part of the insourcer’s business model.
2.5 Sourcing and outsourcing versus servicing
The viewpoint that sourcing is the modern term for what used to be outsourc-
ing, and that a sourcing competence must be acquired and maintained instead
of an outsourcing competence, seems to be based on a bias towards thematic
competences. Indeed, IT sourcing seems to have become more prominent as a
descriptor of roles and tasks than IT outsourcing, but from that observation it
cannot be concluded that (general and domain independent) sourcing has be-
come more prominent than (general) outsourcing. Based on these considerations
the following grouping of activities is plausible.
general outsourcing. A key activity for many large organizations.
domain specific sourcing. IT sourcing is a paradigmatic example of a domain
specific sourcing area. Financial and administrative process sourcing is
plausible too. Indeed various domain specific sourcing competences (per-
haps not always explicitly labeled as such) are essential for many organi-
zations and for many consulting units.
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domain specific service design, engineering, and deployment. This is the sub-
ject of service science.15 From this perspective insourcing is merely a
strategy for service providers who are not sufficiently in command of their
market. Service-dominant logic (see [35]) provides the professional lan-
guage of this world which considers outsourcing and insourcing to be of a
secondary importance only.
Of course one might contemplate a general sourcing professional, but achiev-
ing this role is an unrealistic expectation for any individual. Based on these
considerations the term outsourcing still deserves a special place in (or next
to) the sourcing landscape. IT being very prominent in the family of domains
admitting substantial domain sourcing competences it is clear that IT sourcing
plays a special role if only by being the paradigmatic example of thematic sourc-
ing, but it does not subsume (general) outsourcing, neither does it subsume IT
outsourcing, in both cases because it operates at a different (that is lower) level
of abstraction.
3 S&O competence
In order to develop clarity about sourcing competence and outsourcing compe-
tence a generic method for naming competences will be proposed. The leading
idea is that X competence consists of experience with professional action em-
bedded X activities in the light of Section 2.16 Several other notions must
be contemplated simultaneously at this stage: competence, ability, capability,
qualification, certification, registration, possession of a diploma, possession of a
certificate. Ability will be discussed in the next Section. Capability is a mix of
ability and competence. A qualification Q is a degree of competence, a Q qual-
ified person has been examined to meet the requirements of the qualification
Q. Certification consists of deciding upon a package of qualifications and upon
methods for validating that a person meets the qualifications involved. Certifi-
cation, is more than the mere awarding of a certificate, it involves the intention
that the certificate implies some form of guarantee that a certified person can
perform in a competent way in some domain. A diploma is a certificate awarded
by an educational institution, in comparison with a certificate issued by a pro-
fessional society or it is awarded on the basis of a specialized training scheme. A
15It might be termed servicing in order to make the terminology more coherent.
16This idea come from the assumption that having seen successes and failures during the
period of obtaining experience a person P can us analogies (see [36]) to preceding cases,
and inferences from theoretical classifications and definitions (see [37]) in order to explain
new cases. Now in [33] one finds a warning concerning the assumption that mere experience
will suffice in the absence of methodical collection and aggregation of the outcomes of that
experience. Hindsight bias and overconfidence bias will be a treat for P if no methodical
support is used. Hindsight bias may lead someone to overestimate the explanatory value of
having selected a particular course of action for the good or bad outcome of a preceding case,
thus overestimating the plausibility of repeating or avoiding that or a similar course of action
in a current case. Overconfidence bias may be unhelpful because it may lead to someone being
sure of one’s decisions on too marginal grounds. Competence acquired by experience is not an
effective remedy against overconfidence. That bias needs a much more sophisticated remedy.
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diploma has more focus on indicating a competence level of the receiving person
than on that level being sufficient for adequately performing certain tasks.
3.1 Generic competence scheme
For a domain X a number of related competences, or classes of competences,
can be distinguished. A structured overview of these will be called a generic
competence scheme. The scheme is structured by the subsumption relation.
One competence may subsume another competence.17
Thus with a topic X comes a range of X related competences. Competence
appears in two meanings everywhere: depending on how it occurs in a sentence
X competence is either (i) a class of competences (viewed as a single competence
in its entirety) constituting the sum of someone’s (or a group’s etc.) X compe-
tences, or (ii) it refers the members of that class, that is one of the the diverse
X competences that together make-up X competence (in the earlier sense). A
member of the class will be referred to as a micro competence. Thus: (i) X
competence is the sum of the micro X competences, and (ii) an X competence
is a micro X competence.
For each micro X competence one may expect to assign a degree of sub-
specialization. If that degree is very low the notion is uniquely related to X in
its entirety. If that degree is high X competence refers to a sub-speciality rather
than to X as a whole.18 It is understood that a person’s X competence (in the
sense of a low sub-specialization) is a weighted sum of a persons (high degree
sub-specialized) X competences.19 The following listing is fairly inclusive but
need not be exhaustive.
X framework competence. Preliminary and approximate knowledge of key con-
cepts of X which together constitute a framework from which to approach
X as a topic.
Theoretical X literacy competence. Extends X framework competence with
awareness of one or more approaches to a theory of X .
Empirical X literacy competence. The competence that arises from substantial
awareness of empirical research on X .
17In object oriented terms: if competence A subsumes competence B, the class of A com-
petent agents inherits (and thus extends, in the sense of class extensions) the class of B
competent agents. In set theoretic terms if competence A subsumes competence B, the set
of A competent individuals includes that of the B competent individuals. Inheritance can be
multiple, that is a competence can subsume several other competences at the same time.
18The term sub-specialization has been chosen because X is already a specialization. When
writing that backwards parking is an important car driving competence, that occurrence of
competence has a high degree of sub-specialization. But when writing that taxi drivers have
above average car driving competence the occurrence of competence has a low degree of sub-
specialization.
19Determining these weights may be a matter of community based decision making itself
based on more or less shared views of what is important, central, or effective. It may involve
specialized theories on skill acquisition and measurement.
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Empirical X research competence. The competence that arises from working
as a researcher performing empirical research on X .
Theoretical X research competence. The competence that arises from working
as a researcher performing theoretical research on X .
Domain Y specific X competence. The competence that comes about from par-
ticipation in X projects or activities that have a dominant focus within
either subdomain Y of X or Y directed usage of X activities. This com-
petence class may include a propensity to follow some specific (accepted)
rules of conduct, to apply some specific (accepted) methods, and not to
apply some specific (rejected) methods.
Theory informed domain Y specific X competence. An extension of domain
Y specific X competence for some domain Y combined with theoretical
X competence and with a specialization of the theory at hand to domain
specific concepts for Y .
X competence. Domain Y specific X competence in at least one domain Y .
Evidence based X competence. X competence consisting of experience with
evidence based practices concerning X .20
Theory informed evidence based X competence. An evidence based X compe-
tence augmented with theoretical and empirical literacy competences suf-
ficiently developed to gain a reliable understanding of the evidence base
of the X competence at hand.
General X competence. The simultaneous availability of two or more domain
specific X competences.
Theory informed general X competence. A theory informed combination of
three or more theory informed domain specific X competences for different
domains.
X consultancy competence. Extends empirical X literacy competence with X
consulting experience.21
Community confirmed X competence. An X competence which in addition has
acquired community confirmation.
Community confirmed domain Y specific X competence. An domain Y specific
X competence which has acquired community confirmation.
20Evidence based X competence as a phrase indicates a special case of X competence. In
other words speaking of evidence based X competence presupposes the existence of an X-
competence which need not be evidence based. This is a weaker form of competence which
can evolve earlier in time. Determining what that weaker competence may amount to is a task
that may vary from topic to topic. Between X competence and evidence based X competence
one may imagine a continuum of intermediate competences, for which no naming scheme is
provided.
21In some domains it is reasonable to assume that X consultancy competence subsumes X
competence.
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3.1.1 Competence subsumption relations
We notice the following subsumption relations that will hold for all domains X :
• Every other X competence subsumes X framework competence.
• Theoretical X research competence subsumes theoretical X literacy com-
petence.
• Empirical X research competence subsumes Y specific empirical X liter-
acy competence for one domain Y at least.
• General X competence subsumes domain Y specific X competence for
at least two different domains Y , provided more than one subdomain is
distinguished within the domain X . Otherwise X competence and general
X competence coincide.22
• Theory informed general X competence subsumes domain Y specific the-
oretical X competence for at least two different domains Y , as well as
theoretical X competence.
3.1.2 About incompetence
We will speak of P ’s X incompetence if some of the micro X competences
that make up X competence are missing for P . This definition applies only
if X competence is understood as a combination of micro competences for a
fixed set of subdomains. This pattern of explanation of incompetence is mainly
applicable in X related competences just mentioned except the ones involving
community confirmation.
For P to feature community confirmed X incompetence, there must be some
micro X competence on which P demonstrably fails and that demonstration is
community confirmed as a demonstration. This failure can be a lack of specific
experience, the failure to apply a specific (accepted) method, or the application
of a method of which the rejection is community confirmed.
3.1.3 Competence profile
A person P ’s confirmed X community competence profile consists of a survey
of P ’s community confirmed X competences. This is independent of the way in
which X community confirmation is organized in a particular community which
may range from very informal to very formal. The community competence
profile includes both evidence based elements and non-evidence based elements.
Two phenomena are not included in a community competence profile while
their existence must be acknowledged at his stage already. Firstly and most
importantly, evidence based competences (below also referred to as objective
22Obviously taking the bound two is an arbitrary decision. Perhaps this bound must be
increased dependent on X. There is some lack of precision here: whoever is generally X
competent is domain Y specific X competent for at least two different domains Y provided
these can be found within domain X.
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abilities and also simply as abilities) that have not succeeded to achieve com-
munity endorsement are not included in the community confirmed competence
profile. Secondly, special interest groups that do not reflect even a significant
minority of an X community may maintain a package of abilities, often derived
from a theory which’ adherence is constitutive of the interest group. Insofar as
those abilities are lacking an evidence base their status is necessarily “conjec-
tural” only. Conjectural abilities may be community confirmed23 or may lack
community confirmation. If an evidence base exists for an ability the status is
“objective”.
Because we understand competence by default (that is when occurring with-
out further adjectives) as community competence both non-community con-
firmed but evidence based ability (in brief non-community confirmed ability)
and non-community confirmed conjectural ability (commonly promoted by a
special interest group lacking community wide visibilty) fall outside the com-
munity competence profile. These “abilities” will be included in the so-called
competence profile, however. A competence profile results from including these
two forms of ability as well.
The resulting jargon is perhaps grammatically not fully satisfactory because
(i) it implies that a competence profile includes elements not understood as
competences (because evidence based but not community confirmed abilities
fall outside competences on the basis of interpreting competence primarily as
community confirmed competence), and (ii) non evidence based conjectural abil-
ities (if at all accepted as a category close to abilities) are unlikely to acquire
community confirmation.
3.2 Specialization to sourcing and outsourcing
Having some generalities on the concept of competence at hand the next step is
to specialize these generalities to the subject of outsourcing, which is our main
objective, and as a byproduct to the subject of sourcing.
3.2.1 What is specific for outsourcing concerning its competence?
Focusing on outsourcing, one may ask what aspects of that subject may create
a setting in which the concept of outsourcing competence requires an analysis
that may differ from competence analysis for other some areas of human activity.
Here are some aspects.
• Scientific research concerning the validity of community competences on
outsourcing takes many years. A sourcement may easily last for ten years
and investigating its full life-cycle may take longer. Even if the community
is able to agree on the hypothesis that under certain conditions some
specific course of action is advantageous, promoting the knowledge about
23The ability of the (personnel of) the penitentiary system to reduce crime by means of
strict penalties may be an example of a community confirmed ability that may lack a sufficient
evidence base.
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that rule of behavior to the status of evidence based knowledge (assuming
that that will eventually happen) may take longer than the duration of
a single person’s entire career. Scientific progress is slow in this subject,
at least when measured in terms of its construction of an evidence based
catalogue of competences.
• The overall business context is changing so fast that it becomes doubtful
that an evidence base can be established for many practices which seem
to be good. This is almost paradoxical. The very speed of social change
and technology development may imply that an evidence base cannot be
properly obtained when it still matters.
• Because economic needs coincide for many units synchronously, outsourc-
ing takes place in trends and fashions. A unit’s management cannot escape
the need to contemplate outsourcing and it cannot wait until an evidence
base is obtained for a particular theory from which its plausibility may be
inferred. The need to act is felt more strongly than the need to act in an
evidence based fashion.
3.2.2 Instantiation of the generic competence scheme
Many organizations have procurement departments where outsourcing processes
are designed and performed on a regular basis. We made an attempt to cap-
ture this part of human practice as professional action embedded sourcing and
outsourcing activities. It will now be assumed that this practice is a known
entity from which further notions like outsourcing competence may be derived
irrespective of the circularity which that position may potentially be infected
with.24
In terms of competences and professionalism outsourcing is a coherent sub-
ject and it is very conceivable that staff having a wide experience in managing
outsourcing processes have not been involved in any insourcing processes. It
seems to be the case that outsourcing competence, insourcing competence and
sourcing competence are quite different and unlikely to be found as competences
of the same individual. So it is plausible to consider instances of the generic
competence scheme with sourcing and with outsourcing independently.
For X we will make use of the following substitutions: sourcing, insourc-
ing, outsourcing, backsourcing, and follow-up outsourcing. All of the resulting
competences require preliminary descriptions, for instance sourcing framework
competence involves awareness of the basic notions of (i) units, themes, and
processes, and (ii) service usage and provision.
Now it becomes possible to enrich the relation between sourcing and out-
sourcing by means of the following additional subsumption assumptions.
24So it is meaningful to say that (i) X practitioners must reflect upon their views concerning
X competence and that, (ii) X practitioners must preferably be X competent, and that (iii)
evidence based X competences work in X practice, but it is not meaningful (in our use of the
terminology) to state or suggest that (iv) the X competent persons as a community must see
to it that an X practice comes into existence, or to even to say that (v) X competent persons
must see to it that they get involved in X practice.
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• Outsourcing framework competence, insourcing framework competence,
backsourcing framework competence and follow-up outsourcing framework
competence are all the same. Outsourcing framework competence is used
as a representative for each of these.25
• Theoretical outsourcing literacy competence, theoretical insourcing liter-
acy competence, theoretical backsourcing literacy competence and theo-
retical follow-up outsourcing literacy competence are all the same.26 The-
oretical outsourcing literacy competence is used as a representative for
these competences.27
• Sourcing framework competence subsumes outsourcing framework compe-
tence.
• Theoretical sourcing literacy competence subsumes theoretical outsourc-
ing literacy competence.
• Domain Y specific sourcing competence does not subsume outsourcing
framework competence.28
These rules imply that all of the generated competences subsume outsourc-
ing framework competence, while still sourcing competence and outsourcing
competence differ.
3.2.3 Outsourcing framework competence
Outsourcing framework competence involves knowledge of the content of Section
2 plus some awareness of literature on outsourcing plus some experience with
the outcome of outsourcing processes from the perspective of the outsourcing
unit, the insourcing unit, or a consultancy role.
Sourcing framework competence extends outsourcing framework competence
with awareness of service science and S-D logic (service-dominant logic) as pro-
posed in [35].
3.3 Outsourcing theory audience description
If a competence profile C has been named and a way to decide about which
persons are C competent has been specified, the very notion C can be used
as a specification of a group G = GC of persons. Those persons who are in
possession of competence C are included in group GC .
The audience specification for an outsourcing theory (yet to be designed)
is simply as follows: those persons who have already acquired an outsourcing
25An alternative is to speak of sourcing transformation framework competence.
26But outsourcing competence, insourcing competence, backsourcing competence, and
follow-up outsourcing are pairwise incomparable (neither one subsumed in the other), though
not pairwise disjoint.
27An alternative is to speak of theoretical sourcing transformation literacy competence.
28For any domain Y except the somewhat artificial domain of “maintaining knowledge about
either general or one or more domain specific outsourcing competences”.
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framework competence, that is GOFC . Members of GOFC are the target au-
dience in the sense that they should be able to understand and appreciate the
theoretical work. The ambition for developing an outsourcing theory lies in
providing the step from (general or domain specific) outsourcing competence to
a theory informed extension of (general or domain specific) outsourcing compe-
tence.29
Whereas an audience description for an outsourcing theory can be formulated
at this point, a specification of why that audience might be well advised to take
notice of an outsourcing theory cannot be given at this point. For doing so we
will need an extensive preparatory analysis of the notion of ability and its many
ramifications.
3.4 S&O competence acquisition
All competences in any of the topics mentioned in Section 2 concerning sourc-
ing or outsourcing will now be collected under the label S&O (Sourcing and
Outsourcing) competence. When needed the observations below can be special-
ized to subjects within S&O such as outsourcing, backsourcing, and follow-up
outsourcing.
Not so much can be said about the institutional acquisition of S&O compe-
tence, at least not in terms of established educational structures. To the best
of our knowledge there are no academic programs leading to either a BSc or an
MSc with a primary focus on S&O.30
We will now list a number of observations, concerning S&O competence
acquisition, in some cases unfortunately qualifying as no more than opinions.
3.4.1 S&O community confirmed objective abilities
Objective and subjective abilities will be discussed in detail in the next Section.
It will turn out that instances of both subjective and objective abilities can (but
need not) be included in community confirmed competences. We are unaware
of any evidence base concerning S&O with sufficient stability that objective
abilities specific for S&O can be founded on it. For that reason there are no
community confirmed objective abilities concerning S&O either.
29The expectation that a progression to a theory informed stage of outsourcing competence
is rewarding from the viewpoint of a less theory informed stage of outsourcing competence
is understood as a design intention, or a requirement concerning the design rationale for an
outsourcing theory. Making sure that this reward is indeed achieved cannot be considered to
constitute a part of theoretical work on outsourcing, as it essentially involves proving that
there is an evidence base for the productivity increase resulting from the move towards a theory
informed competence level. Proving the existence of an evidence base requires empirical work
to be done, and indeed it presupposes the existence of a volume of independent empirical
studies that allows for carrying out convincing meta-studies.
30In The Netherlands courses on S&O have been delivered through an initiative of PON
(Platform Outsourcing Nederland) and under the responsibility of various institutions of
Higher Education, in particular the HvA (Hogeschool van Amsterdam). Further in many
BSc and MSc curricula in either business and management, economics, or IT, the option
exists to perform a project in S&O.
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When hiring an additional workforce for an S&O oriented project, rather
than finding workers showing validated (or potentially validated) S&O compe-
tence one hopes to find workers who are likely to be successful when contributing
to forthcoming S&O projects. This, however, implies a search for objective abil-
ity which we consider to be currently unfeasible in the area of S&O. That argu-
ment puts competences clearly in place as a criterion for task oriented personnel
selection.
3.4.2 S&O community confirmed conjectural abilities
Community confirmed conjectural abilities will also be discussed in the next
Section. These are included in the community confirmed competences.
Although there are clear intuitive grounds to appreciate a person who has
significant (practical) S&O competences when some job involving sourcing or
outsourcing needs to be performed there is no evidence available that such
persons perform better than others of equal general (that is non S&O) level of
experience and competence. All community confirmed S&O competences seem
to be so-called community confirmed conjectural abilities only.
3.4.3 S&O community confirmed competences
The major source of competence in S&O comes from practical experience. Such
experience is linked to the professional action embedded activities on S&O listed
in Section 2. We make the following observations on that matter.
1. The essential notion is that of an S&O process. An S&O process can be
distinguished if some form of life-cycle is known for it. In fact for different
kinds of such processes different life-cycles must be distinguished.
Given a life-cycle model for some specific kind of S&O process it can be
determined where such processes are active and for which duration and in
what phase.31
2. A second essential notion is that of a role in which someone may be active
during one or more phases of an S&O process. Such roles may for instance
be: project team member (which leads to a variety of well-known roles
within a project) for vendor selection, or demand manager of a sourcement
within a unit before outsourcing, or contract manager of a sourcement
from the provider side after transition.
3. Equipped with a role classification as well as a phase classification for
S&O processes it is possible to determine a person’s experience with S&O
practice, in terms of the number, duration, and variety of roles fulfilled in
31We will not commit ourselves to any particular sourcing transformation or sourcing ac-
tivity and neither to a specific life-cycle model for it, but we mention some phases that apply
in the case of outsourcing: sourcing problem statement, sourcing solution architecture, spec-
ification of transformation, request for proposals, vendor selection, contracting, transition,
contract management.
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the context of S&O processes. In addition becomes possible, at least in
principle, to express the volume of experience in both a quantitative an a
qualitative way.
4. S&O community confirmed competence is present (according to some for-
mal or informal accreditation issuing body B) in a person if: (i) (s)he
has been consciously involved in S&O processes and if that involvement
exceeds some threshold (as determined by B), and (ii) this degree of expe-
rience has been maintained in at least a minimal fashion (as judged by B).
Defining this initial threshold as well as the need for regular S&O process
experience for formal competence maintenance is a matter which must be
addressed by profession representing organizations (here represented by
B).
5. By default S&O competence will be understood as S&O community con-
firmed competence.
6. A competent person thus defined can operate on the basis of some aware-
ness of evidence based on practical experience.32
7. Evidence for a person’s possession of general or domain specific S&O com-
petence, may include other aspects than having played roles in practical
business transformation processes. It may transpire in different ways as
follows:
• By being able to give informative (oral or written) presentations con-
cerning a number of relevant cases, and by having obtained invita-
tions for doing so.
• By having been able to sell one’s time as an S&O consultant to units
involved in sourcement transformations.
• By having been offered jobs with a focus on S&O projects.
8. The presence of a person’s empirical or theoretical literacy or research
competence (four cases) concerning S&O may become visible indirectly:
• Publications on the subject of S&O.
• Invitations for presenting one’s knowledge in conferences and work-
shops, made with reference to previous knowledge based and knowl-
edge oriented activities.
• Academic degrees of various levels, in combination with having au-
thored thesis works on the topic of specialization.
We hold that in the present stage of development of the field none of these
indications of competence can be used as a substitute for general S&O
competence.
32However, evidence of this form has not been validated by any method of validation that
has come about from a standardized research process. The latter must in no way be seen as
an obstacle for speaking of competence per se. It is, however, a prohibitive obstacle if one
intends to speak of evidence based competences (or practices).
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4 S&O ability
We will assume the following definition of ability: a person P ’s ability for activity
class X measures (that is: positively correlates with) the expectation of success
that P should be assigned in advance by an omniscient observer, when P is
asked to perform on a task of class X .33
This understanding of ability produces significant obstacles if a non-omniscient
observer is asked to make an assessment of a person’s ability. If person P is
(known to be) community competent in activity class X it is a common as-
sumption that this fact will entail P to have an above average ability concerning
activity class X . That assumption is a mere hypothesis, it does not follow from
the definitions of community competence and of ability.
4.1 Competence versus ability in the case of outsourcing
A compelling reason for being so specific about competence and ability is that
in the area of sourcing and outsourcing we will propose a fairly liberal inter-
pretation of the concept of competence which need not imply or depend on
any evidence for the presence of subjective or objective ability. This caution is
needed because otherwise relevant competences (for sourcing and outsourcing)
can hardly be reliably observed due to a lacking evidence base. This may simply
be a matter of time, but it may take some 50 years or more before an adequate
amount of evidence has been collected which can support an improved definition
of competence concerning outsourcing which is closer to the notion of ability (by
definition evidence based) to which it’s acquisition is supposed to give rise.34
Perhaps redundantly we stress that we consider it unhelpful to arrange the
concepts at hand, either explicitly or implicitly, in such a way that only evi-
dence based competence is acknowledged. There are different ways of obtaining
competence on sourcing and outsourcing which must be used in the meantime,
given today’s importance of the subject.
If a competence is not evidence based we will label it as a community con-
firmed competence, (or alternatively a community based competence). Commu-
nity confirmed competence may be considered a stage preceding evidence based
competence. Community confirmed competences may or may not be evidence
based, and conversely evidence based competences may or may not be commu-
nity confirmed. Community confirmation is an informal notion which may but
need not involve some form of certification. The need to deal with non evidence
based community confirmed competence cannot be removed by adopting a phi-
losophy of science that rejects it. It can be removed, in principle and preferably,
by scientific progress.
33This definition has been made independent of actual observers and it also takes care of
the situation that P is unaware of his/her own ability regarding tasks for activity class X.
An alternative definition can be found by adapting the definition of an indication in [32]: “An
ability is that quality of a person that describes (part of) their performative possibilities”.
34In [24] one finds an explanation of why evidence is so hard to obtain in a management
setting.
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Even if one deplores the situation that evidence about the effectiveness of the
application of S&O community competences is very difficult, if not impossible,
to obtain, it is nevertheless unrealistic to consider scientific research to provide
the fast and necessary way out of this dilemma. The transition from commu-
nity based competence to evidence based competence can take many years and
depends on the successful completion of research projects.35
4.2 A classification of abilities
Assigning ability to a person is more demanding than assigning competence, be-
cause competence can be measured in terms of a persons history and experience
and does not involve prediction of operational performance. In the absence of
convincing methods to determine abilities one may deal with ability in a hypo-
thetical way. We will find that conjectural ability (alternatively: hypothetically
postulated ability) is a meaningful addendum to community competence. A
classification of ability in terms of its status from an observer’s perspective is
helpful. To that end abilities of P for activity classX can be classified as follows:
Objective X ability. It has been demonstrated that P (or persons with a similar
experience and training to that of P ) have above average success with tasks
of type X . All evidence based abilities are classified as objective. We will
understand ability as objective ability by default, that is in the absence
of another qualifier such as subjective or conjectural.
Subjective X ability. (Alternatively: intersubjective conjectural ability, and
also community confirmed conjectural ability.) The fact of P ’s ability is
known to the public (perhaps including P , possibly represented by some
key observers) because a significant majority believes that some package of
X competences and skills, has prepared P to be successful above average
for tasks of class X .36 Subjective X ability may take a very different form
35The situation may be illustrated with the well-known example of the medical profession
where evidence based practice is slowly but steadily becoming the norm. Of course, given the
importance of nursing, evidence based nursing is needed as well, but its development has begun
later. Given the importance of hospital management, evidence based hospital management
is very welcome too, at least in principle. But must one wait with contemplating hospital
management competence until that particular brand of competence has become evidence
based, or is it better to invest in community based hospital management competence in the
meantime? The latter seems to be preferable to leaving hospital management competence
entirely unanalyzed.
36In [32] the need for the concept of subjective ability is clarified in the context of archeology.
However remote that topic may be from outsourcing, getting a clear conception of the concept
of competence is at least as difficult for archeology as it is for outsourcing. A subjective ability
may be objective at the same time.
In spite of the frequent occurrence of subjective competence in literature on competence it is
a somewhat problematic concept due to its tricky dependency on the community involved. If
we consider a community of persons none of whom masters any Swahili, someone’s competence
to communicate in Swahili may be unnoticed by some part of the community. At the same
time it may be conjectured by an other part of the community lacking conclusive information
to that extent. This should be considered an example of an objective competence which is
not subjective, because the presence of the competence can be easily tested.
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for different persons.37
Established X ability. Established abilities are subjective and objective at the
same time.
Auto-subjective conjectural X ability (Alternatively: self-endorsed conjectural
X ability.) On the basis of some specific experience, training, or theoretical
information P hypothesizes its own (above average) ability for tasks of
class X .
Exclusive intersubjective conjectural X ability. (Alternatively: interest group
endorsed conjectural X ability, or non community confirmed conjectural
ability.) P ’s ability is conjectured, that is presumed as a hypothesis, by
a minority of community members (excluding P ). This group acts as
a special interest group working in favor of some specific qualification
processes which may not yet have been endorsed by the community (of
type X task workers) at large. This hypothesis is based on the members
of that minority having observed P ’s knowledge, training, experience or
theoretical informedness, together with their belief that these observations
justify the belief of P ’s ability.38
Emergent conjectural X ability. Some group may contemplate abilities that
have not yet reached the stage that some persons are believed to avail of
those. Clearly this contemplation requires that an ability is abstracted
from the persons in command of it. Such an abilitiy, if realistic in the
sense that in some foreseeable future that situation may change may be
called emergent.39
4.2.1 Conjectural ability versus subjective ability
Unqualified abilities include all forms of qualified abilities. Now the notion of
a conjectural ability relates to subjective ability and objective ability as fol-
lows: an unqualified ability (that is explicitly ignoring the default rule that an
unqualified ability is objective) α of a person P is conjectural if: (i) it is not
an objective ability, and (ii) the interest group G (that is P itself in case of
’auto-subjective’, the community or its key representatives in case of ’commu-
nity confirmed’ or some interest group in case of ’exclusive’) assigning α to P
37In [28] the natural rate theory is put forward as a theory that generates a conjectural
ability to steer national economies which lacks an evidence base, claimed by politicians as
well as national banking functionaries, and seemingly in command of community approval.
In that view the main policy receipt following from natural rate theory, namely that labor
market reforms constitute the only path to progress (because monetary policy based incentives
produce temporary fluctuations only) qualifies as a subjective ability.
38Here it is assumed that belief implies a weaker form of certainty than knowledge. That may
be disputed. If one regards belief as undisputed knowledge the phrasing must be changed to
the effect that the justification is inferred, from the mentioned observations, for the conjecture
of ability rather than for the belief of it.
39The competence of simultaneously mastering two different natural languages for which
no such person is known yet provides an example. A newly designed educational scheme may
also give rise to persons acquiring emergent conjectural competences.
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know that it is not an objective ability, (iii) α is accepted by G as a candi-
date subjective (or objective) competence, and finally G believes that α may be
plausibly assigned to P .
4.2.2 Inability
X inability is the absence of X ability. Objective X inability comes with a
proof of inability. The absence of a subjective ability may or may not itself
be an objective matter. Subjective X inability is the community confirmed
assertion (or conjecture) ofX inability. In principle one may speak of conjectural
inabilities, but those cannot be acquired by becoming aware of a theory. A
conjectural X inability is present with P if P ’s competence profile does not
contain P .
4.3 Ability (unqualified) based on awareness of research
results
The distinction between competence and ability is needed for explaining what
contribution empirical and or theoretical X research competence may deliver
to a person’s community competence profile. This will now be discussed in
the particular case where topic X is outsourcing and for theoretical research
competence including theoretical literacy competence on outsourcing.
An application of this arrangement of concepts is found when contemplating
the question how to justify a person P ’s time spent on taking notice of a partic-
ular theory T of outsourcing, which has been advanced by a team A of authors.
There are five scenario’s, of which the fifth one is most plausible. Formulating
these scenarios except the first two requires that a concept of ability can be
made use of:
1. The team A has been able to convince a majority of the audience of X
competent persons that knowledge of T contributes to this competence.
In this case awareness of T can be included as an item in the description
of X competence.
Here P ’s knowledge of T generates a subjective conjectural ability of P .
2. The team A has been able to convince a majority of the audience of X
competent persons that knowledge of T contributes to this competence,
though this majority is unaware of the content of T . This may happen
if T has been published in certified outlets for research on X so that the
majority of the audience for X has a justified belief in the quality of the
work that led to T without having made an effort to acquire any awareness
of T . In this case awareness of T can be included as an optional item in
the description of X competence. The certified publication of T justifies
the assumption that taking notice of it will not have detrimental effects.
Here P ’s knowledge of T generates a authority based subjective conjectural
ability of P .
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3. In some cases it can be demonstrated that mastering theory T adds to
the ability of P for class X tasks. This is an exclusive state of affairs,
however, and in the subject of outsourcing it may be quite far away in the
future that such demonstrations will occur.
Here P ’s knowledge of T generates an objective ability of P .
4. An important mechanism is that P feels more able (on performing tasks
of class X) by having been informed about T .40
Here P ’s knowledge of T generates an auto-subjective conjectural ability
of P .
5. Finally, and most plausibly: the author group A acts as a special interest
group (preferably a group of persons with community competence on X)
that maintains and advertises the hypothesis that knowledge of T will
increase P ’s ability concerning X class tasks.41
Here P ’s knowledge of T generates an exclusive intersubjective ability of
P .
4.3.1 CCC+p(OAncc)+mCAA,L competence profile for X
CCC abbreviates confirmed community competence, p(OAncc) abbreviates par-
tial command of the non community confirmed objective ability OAncc, and
CAL abbreviates the conjectural ability generated by knowledge of theory L.
CCC results from an observed competence acquisition process, pOAncc results
from reading some part of the specialized scientific literature. CAA,L results
from taking notice of literature L (concerning X) endorsed by a group A (prob-
ably including the authors of L, assuming that none of those operates with
fraudulent intentions). p(CAA,L) represents an ability as induced by a partial
awareness of L, where a filtering operator p selects a part of CAA,L. mCAA,L
represents a combination of conjectural abilities p1(CAA1,L1)+..+pn(CAAn,Ln)
for a number of theories Li and corresponding endorsing groups Ai.
The combination of CCC and one or more of a family of CA’s (each derived
from its own strand of literature) provides a plausible description of the state
of competence, ability, and skill (together understood as a competence profile)
acquired by a person operating in a field where ideologies (often called theories)
lacking a convincing empirical evidence base exist besides a generally acknowl-
edged concept of community competence which is equally lacking a convincing
evidence base in terms of its proven functionality.
40In this scenario it is plausible, but not necessary, that group A conveys a sense of self-
presumed ability to P . This scenario represents the only justification for A asking P to take
notice of T in a situation where (i) a proof that P ’s awareness of T increases P ’s ability (on
tasks of class X) is not within reach, and, (ii) obtaining majority support from the community
for the assertion that awareness of T should be counted as strengthening P ’s competence is a
premature ambition for author group A, and where (iii) mere self-endorsement (by P ) is also
considered too weak a basis for applauding P ’s interest in T .
41This state of affairs may apply simultaneously for different and mutually contradicting
theories T and T ′.
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With “P ’sX-competence profile” we will denote a person P ’s state of compe-
tence, ability (including skill), conjectural ability, concerning X . Thus although
abilities and skills are distinct from competences they are included in the so-
called competence profile (by lack of a better indication of a general category).
It seems that the S&O field is likely to be inhabited by persons with a
CCC+p(OAncc)+p1(CAA1,L1)+..+pn(CAAn,Ln) competence profile. This al-
lows many combinations because many selections can be made for selecting
pOAncc from OAncc and each theory Li concerning X may induce a component
of the profile, where each component pi(CAAi,Li) may consist of one of many
selections from the knowledge items contained in Li.
4.4 Intentional classification of conjectural abilities
Conjectural ability is an uncommon concept, and readers may be reluctant to
trust it. Although a satisfactory place for conjectural ability as a component
of a competence profile has just been established, one may wonder where the
boundaries of conjectural ability ought to be put.
The distinction between objective and subjective as well as the distinction
between various kinds of subjective abilities, which has been phrased in terms
of conjectural abilities has been made from the perspective of who endorses the
conjectural ability, not from the perspective of why that is done and with what
intentions, or rather from the perspective of constraints imposed on working
methods.
The methodological aspect of conjectural abilities can be approached by
providing a further classification of conjectural ability in terms of the intentions
of agents said to avail of such abilities. This classification necessarily includes
also purported abilities that should be rejected on scientific grounds.
In the following classifications one imagines that a person P has a (by default
self assessed) conjectural ability profile which consists of a range of conjectural
abilities.
EDCA: Evidence disregarding conjectural ability. EDCA is present (as an in-
stance of exclusive intersubjective conjectural ability) if endorsing interest
groups are not worried by the presence of absence of evidence as gathered
by the normal scientific research process. Astrology may be a convinc-
ing representative of this category, as well as some forms of alternative
medicine.42
EICA: Evidence immune conjectural ability. The interest group endorsing an
EICA sees to it that it works with conjectures that are independent of
evidence that can be collected by means of scientific research.43
42A specific EDCA (say for prognosis or healing) may be assigned to P by other persons even
if P denies any ground for that assumption. Such matters are not reflected in P ’s conjectural
ability profile.
43If one bases the ability to restructure society on conjectures regarding the intrinsic mean-
ing of a particular religion, that can be done in such a way that the normal scientific process
cannot either refute or confirm these assertions. The bundle of conjectures that underly a
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ERCA: Evidence respecting conjectural ability. As soon as evidence emerges
refuting a conjecture that underlies the claimed conjectural ability the
interest group endorsing it will change its view. That interest group is
uncommitted to obtaining either positive or negative evidence regarding
the conjectures underlying the claimed ability.
EOCA: Evidence oriented conjectural ability. EOCA is more restrictive than
ERCA. In EOCA, the conjectures on which the claim of ability is based
are in principle amenable for scientific analysis, and sooner or later con-
firmation or refutation is expected by those claiming the competence. In
addition the belief is stated by the interest group backing this CA that
confirmation will result, and moreover they demonstrate a keen interest
in obtaining evidence in either way.44
EBCA: Evidence based conjectural ability. This is what has been called ability
before. The phrase seems to be self-contradictory because in the presence
of an evidence base for it an ability is not conjectural anymore. We hold
that the conjectural status can coexist with the knowledge of evidence.
This seems to be a matter of psychology, rather than a matter of logic or
of philosophy of science.45
If a mathematician P conjectures the truth of mathematical assertion φ
at some moment of time and if P is subsequently notified at some later
moment that φ has been confirmed by means of a rigorous proof by another
mathematician P ′, must P immediately thereafter dismiss the conjectural
status of φ even if no details of the proof have yet been disclosed (to P ).
Probably not, though on the basis of the reputation of P ′, P may start
believing the factual status of φ in addition. It is plausible to assume that
for some time P maintains some form of superposition of the conjectural
and the factual status of P .
4.4.1 Conjectural ability profile assessment
Assuming that a person P ’s conjectural ability profile (CA profile below) is
given, then how is that likely to be assessed by a candidate business partner
Q of P? This question cannot be answered independently of the underlying
particular instance of EICA is often considered an ideology, rather than a theory, but the
difference is a matter of gradation. An EICA may range from auto-subjective and exclusive
intersubjective to community confirmed.
44EOCA is likely to occur in medicine in cases where a field study provides a strong but
inconclusive suggestion that some treatment works. Disallowing clients that treatment un-
til the evidence base has been secured may not correspond to their own wishes. In these
circumstances medical experts may be moved into either an ERCA or an EOCA pattern of
professional behavior, perhaps even against their own preferences.
45An unclear case arises if the evidence has been obtained by scientific fraud. It seems fair
to hold that the evidence for an ability base exists until appropriate research journals have
actually withdrawn their endorsement of the papers that underly the claims of evidence, or
until the protagonists of the particular ability (unqualified) have withdrawn the statement
that their claims can be based on the results of said (now obsolete) works in the case that no
explicit withdrawal has taken place by its authors or by those responsible for its publication.
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domain X . At this stage we add the assumption that X is outsourcing (or
sourcing which makes little difference here).
If P ’s CA profile claims any conjectural abilities classified under EDCA that
is likely to be held against P.46 Conjectural abilities classified as EICA are met
with suspicion. If the underlying ideology matches with that of Q, it will not
always be appreciated if that ideology is made explicit by P because doing so
implicitly allows for the possibility that P might not adhere to it. If, however,
the underlying ideology differs from that of Q a negative assessment by Q of
P ’s conjectural ability profile is to be expected.47
ERCA components of P ’s CA profile may well be appreciated by Q, and an
EOCA bias may be preferred assuming that the bias is credible. If there is no
relevant ongoing research and no clear perspective of getting it going, adopting
EOCA classified conjectural abilities may be less credible than adopting ERCA
classified ones. Both ERCA components and EOCA component of a CA profile
may be constituents of P ’s competence profile and in some cases also of P ’s
validated community competence.
The status of ERCA components of P ’s CA profile is a non-trivial matter.
If a component is community confirmed that component is a constituent of P ’s
community confirmed competence profile and its presence in P ’s competence
profile is likely to be applauded by Q. If, however, the ability α at hand is not
community confirmed, Q’s commitment to evidence based work is tested. P
needs to take into account that Q may rather follow its views concerning what
warrants community confirmation (concerning the status of α) than to rely on
an independent judgement of the evidence base available for α.
The CA components that have been mentioned above as the part p1(CAA1,L1)
+..+pn(CAAn,Ln) of a CCC+p(OAncc)+p1(CAA1,L1) +..+pn(CAAn,Ln) com-
petence profile, and which result from intended outsourcing theory development
are most likely to be classified as ERCA components, in view of the circumstance
that it is so hard to press for obtaining the evidence base required to evaluate
EOCA components. If P lists an ERCA component α in his or her CA profile,
that by itself need not contradict that P maintains a preference for EOCA com-
ponents over ERCA components. Neither does it reflect a lacking preference of
P for EBCA components over EOBA components. It merely reflects P ’s posi-
tion towards the plausibility of collecting conclusive evidence in favor or against
α, together with P ’s belief that working on the basis of α will more effective than
working with EBCA (conjectural) abilities or with EOCA conjectural abilities.
4.4.2 Conjectural ability profile impact
In most general terms the impact of a competence profile, and in particular of
the CA profile included in the competence profile, on a person’s achievement on
46In some cultures EDCA type conjectural abilities are well-received (for instance when
designing a new building) but there is no indication that this also applies to outsourcing (or
sourcing for that matter).
47We assume that neither EDCA components nor EICA components of P ’s CA profile can
be constituents of P ’s community confirmed competence profile, because communities are
unlikely to agree on the plausibility of the underlying conjectures.
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class X tasks can be split in three parts, listed in the order of importance: (i)
functional impact (that is impact on project outcomes), (ii) project acquisition
impact, and (iii) project outcome marketing impact.
Part of the impact is only expected in a conjectural way, and part of the
impact may be expected on the basis of evidence. We formulate a hypothe-
sis on the impact of an outsourcing conjectural ability p(CAL) resulting from
awareness of theory and or of empirical research results on outsourcing. This
conjectural ability has most (expected) impact during early stages of the life-
cycle of an sourcing transformation project, while in later stages of a sourcing
transformation project specific details as well as general skills and competences
become more important for the project.
4.5 S&O ability (unqualified) acquisition
Acquisition of S&O abilities amounts to acquisition of conjectural abilities as
in the absence of recognized objective abilities specific for S&O there are no
community confirmed objective abilities in that area either.
The limitations of this matter are connected with the lack of convincing
meta-studies that combine empirical results from different groups into a uniform
framework.48
4.5.1 Community confirmed conjectural abilities
It is reasonable to assume that increased S&O community confirmed competence
correlates with increased (community confirmed) conjectural S&O ability. The
presence of this correlation is only plausible, however, if the S&O competence
at hand has been acquired in an efficient manner. Otherwise it might have been
better for the person involved to acquire other competences which are in more
demand instead.
Community confirmed conjectural abilities, are generated by (that is con-
jectured on the basis of) community confirmed competences. Each class of
community confirmed competences, obtained by an appropriate instantiation of
the generic competence scheme, may generate conjectural abilities. This can in
principle be worked out in detail but we provide some examples only.
• Having read extensively about research on EU procurement both for ser-
vice acquisition and in cases of sourcing transformations creates theoreti-
cal literacy on “EU procurement and outsourcing”. That in turn leads to
a conjectural ability to handle difficult EU procurement issues correctly
(though not necessarily efficiently).
• Having dealt with EU procurement in the setting of outsourcing in several
domains creates general “EU procurement and outsourcing” competence
48Having performed research in an S&O area usually creates corresponding literacy as well
as an awareness of how difficult it is to obtain reliable and reproducible data concerning S&O
which exceeds the anecdotical level.
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which leads to a conjectural ability to deal with complex cases of that kind
effectively.
• Theoretical literacy competence on outsourcing acquired by reading well-
known works on outsourcing and other sourcing transformations creates
conjectural ability to deliver meaningful courses on outsourcing.
4.5.2 Exclusive intersubjective conjectural ability
A second source of competence is related to knowledge that is produced for its
own sake and not as a byproduct of practice, and which is communicated as such
via various communication mechanisms. This knowledge is often consumed by
a small group of stake-holders only. That renders it non-community confirmed
conjectural ability. We notice:
1. We assume that non-community confirmed conjectural S&O ability will
increase with increasing theory development competence and with increas-
ing empirical research competence. Several caveats are in place, however:
• Foundational theory development competence may have become high
at the cost of other highly regarded S&O competences.
• This caveat even holds in the case of literature literacy on S&O which
may also be costly to acquire.
• Theory development competence (and more generally S&O research
competence) is assumed to produce an increase of conjectural S&O
ability which is not in excess of the increase which results from ac-
quiring the level of S&O literacy that is implied by performing the
mentioned theoretical S&O research.49
2. Only with a theory at hand one can be specific about the conjectural
abilities that awareness of that theory may give rise to. In principle at
this place in the argument a survey of non community confirmed theories
on outsourcing might be provided together with a suggestion of what
conjectural abilities these may imply. In fact, however, we are not aware
of any theory of outsourcing that might be dealt with in that way.
3. In principle one may first specify an emergent ability, or in other words
a candidate conjectural ability, (say regarding outsourcing) and then ask
for the development of a theory the availability of which plausibly leads to
generating that conjectural ability (that is promoting it from an emergent
status to a conjectural status).
49In other words: participation in research on S&O increases one’s S&O competence no
more than it would be increased by taking good notice of the research outcomes and of the
works on which the research is based.
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5 Options for outsourcing theories
There is no such thing as a single or most plausible theory of outsourcing. In
the following Section we will propose requirements on a theory of outsourcing
corresponding to our own preferences. A complication that needs to be con-
fronted first is that theory development can be approached in different ways.
Choosing a methodology for outsourcing theory development itself can be con-
templated in the context of community confirmation. Assuming that an out-
sourcing community considers outsourcing research, will it spot any method of
theory development as most plausible for the subject? When considering recent
literature on outsourcing it seems to be the case that the 45 years old paradigm
of grounded theory is becoming prominent in the area of management and out-
sourcing. Some references for grounded theory are [34] and [22]. Examples
of putting outsourcing theory development in the perspective of grounded the-
ory is given in [38] and [17]. The latter paper indicates that the paradigm of
grounded theory facilitates constructionist ambitions which are less appreciated
by common positivist approaches to the social sciences.
In [9] one finds a survey of approaches to theory formation in management
science suggesting that grounded theory may be applicable to outsourcing. The
paper emphasizes the role of anomalies and the need to look systematically for
phenomena that are inconsistent with the current (grounded) theory.
A clear example of a fragment of outsourcing theory that comes about in a
grounded fashion is found in [23] where units are classified according to their
so-called clock speed, that is an intrinsic rate of innovation, and the conclusion
is drawn that long term outsourcing relationships are more likely to be useful for
units with medium clock speeds. Assuming that most units under government
control are of that nature the EU procurement regime is less plausible for such
units because it disallows striving for long term outsourcing relationships.
Grounded theory advances social sciences by inferring theoretical models
from empirical data in such a way that the gap between theory and evidence
is kept limited. Grounded theory may even hold the claim that theory must
be grounded in empirical data to find any legitimacy at all. Grounded theory
has been developed as a tool for social sciences, especially for dealing with un-
structured data from free format interviews. Gathering such data is promoted
because strictly formalized interviews may hide important qualitative aspects
from researchers’ attention. Given the importance of interview based longitudi-
nal research on heterogenous collections of case studies grounded theory may be
well-suited as a methodology for analyzing individual behavior in the context of
outsourcing tasks. Grounded theory is especially helpful for persons or teams
who are directly involved in the process of gathering yet uninterpreted data.
The kind of theory that we have in mind, originates at a larger distance from
systematically collected empirical data and results from a conceptual analysis,
than seems plausible for a grounded theory developed during the process of data
collection. A grounded theory may provide illuminating insights in a collection
of otherwise unstructured data, but it is unlikely to reach much further than
available data into speculation about circumstances that have not yet been
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encountered.
6 Requirements on a theory of outsourcing
We will now turn the issue around. Suppose a theory of outsourcing is to be
developed. Then, (i) we must be clear about what kind of questions must be
dealt with by the intended theory, (ii) how it leads to an extension of a person
P ’s competence profile of his confirmed community competence profile, and (iii)
it must be specified somehow, (preferably per fragment of the theory) to which
conjectural ability that may plausibly give rise.
Here is a listing of issues that a theory of outsourcing should deal with.
Formulating corresponding conjectural abilities can only be done once an out-
sourcing theory has been laid down in sufficient detail.
Stratified approach: three level terminology. The subject should be approached
in a stratified fashion which allows three levels of static (or equilibrium)
aspects (descriptions, specifications, perspectives) and for each of these a
corresponding transformational level. The three levels we have in mind
are:
• facts on the ground,
• business models and cases,
• contracts.
Stratification means here that facts on the ground must not be defined
in terms of business models or contracts and that business models and
business cases may be explained on the basis of the facts on the ground
but not in terms of contracts.
By making use of a stratification of concepts circular dependencies between
them will be prevented. Taking housing as an example: if A inhabits
home H owned by B (factual level information), then more specifically
A may be renting H from B (business level information). That fact may
be regulated by means of some contract C (contract level information).
A may expect to leave H (transformational level information) at time t
because this regulation occurs in C.
We notice that the assertion that A is renting H makes sense because
A inhabits H , (not because of the existence of a contract which then
would lead to a circularity) whereas how to obtain modifications of the
renting process is regulated by contract C. Neither the contract, nor the
phenomenon of renting are needed, however, to grasp the facts regarding
A living in H and of H being in the possession of B.
Avoiding circularities which may render large fragments of theory essen-
tially meaningless strikes us as being most important. Removing circu-
larities often requires the introduction of new or unusual aspects which
support a hierarchical configuration that was absent or invisible before.
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Thus the focus of the theory will be on non-circular definitions and speci-
fications. The key ingredient for that is to develop a hierarchically layered
configuration for the relevant concepts together with a terminology that
allows one to be precise about aspects relevant to a certain layer without
even mentioning any aspects of higher layers.
Consider the issue about A renting from B raised above. In this example
three levels of description can be disentangled and non-circular definitions
of the underlying concepts can be given. Can equally clear distinctions
be found in the subject of sourcing thus leading to non-circular concept
descriptions in a similar fashion?50
Explanation of the concept of source. A theory of outsourcing must pay due
attention to the notion of source. We provide some preliminary remarks
here:
What is a source? Units (or organizational units) make use of sources.
A very characteristic example of a source is a computer network on a
university campus where the university is seen as a unit. The remark-
able strength of the term source transpires if one tries to formulate
what else the unit may be about: for what are these sources used?
The term mission is too abstract, the phrase core competence is too
instrumental, the term capability comes close but is still too abstract.
We suggest to assume that a unit U runs one or more primary pro-
cesses which (i) embody the realization of its mission, (ii) materialize
the realization of its capabilities, and (iii) capture its performance in
accordance with its strategy.
These primary processes may in turn constitute sources (in the form
of services offered by the unit running the processes) which are made
use of by one or more different units but from the perspective of U the
inputs, outputs, and flows of its primary processes do not constitute
sources.
Transferability of sources. Sources can be owned, acquired, bought, sold,
stolen or given away, leased, hired, rented, designed, developed, in-
vented, patented, build, constructed, removed, used, or left idle. An
attribute of a source or of any part of a primary process is not a source
by definition. Thus, quality, quantity, color, age, size, number, any
KPI, or a role like client or server, do not qualify as sources. To find
out what sources a unit is using one may need to design an ontology
50In [32] an observation is made that might be read as an indication that the three level
stratification just proposed is implausible. In order to infer business model from the facts on
the ground one must perform some form of abstraction. This can only be done if some form
of business context is given as a point of departure. It may be the case that contracts need to
be read in order to decide how to determine business models fro the facts. This objection is
important and it leads to the conclusion that a business model can be presented on top of the
facts without any mention of contracts but it may be impossible to infer the model without
access to the contractual configuration.
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for it, then to determine its primary processes and now to skip all
terms denoting parts of primary processes and all terms serving as
attributes or qualifications of something else.
Relativity of sources. The intuition of a source is not at all an obvious one.
Consider a museumM which owns a large collection of items most of
which are not exposed to the public at any specific moment of time.
If M has a strong identity, which is independent of the works of art
it exposes, its entire collection of items may be considered a source,
or each of the items may be considered individual sources. Alterna-
tively, however, the mission statement of a museum may include the
permanent exposition of one or more works of art (for instance: Ver-
meer’s Melkmeisje in the Mauritshuis in The Hague, or Rembrandt’s
Nachtwacht in the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam). In such a case it is
unconvincing to regard these crucial items as sources because they
enter the description of the mission statement of the museum and
for that reason they constitute part of one of the museum’s primary
processes. It follows that the concept of a source is relative to the
mission of a unit.
In [2] the qualification of sources as being mission defining or mis-
sion co-defining has been discussed. One might consider Vermeer’s
Melkmeisje a mission co-defining source for the Mauritshuis. But to
consider the Eiffel tower a mission defining source for the unit that
exploits its access for visitors is hardly convincing. This remarkable
artifact has the visibility, presence and strength to bring about a unit
with the corresponding mission statement if it were missing at any
time.
Sources in the context of IT sourcing. In the special case of IT-sourcing
the conceptual problem of what constitutes a source is absent if IT
is merely used as a tool. Thus for a museum that is not holding
computers and software itself as items in its collection, all aspects of
its IT are related to sources. The same may hold for a school. But
for a training center of a software company some of its own software
will not have the status of source but instead it will be considered
a constituent of its primary process. IT-sourcing then concerns only
part of the company’s IT assets.
Modularity. A fine-grained theory of outsourcing supports a modular view.
That in turn depends on clarity about basic building blocks. A theory of
outsourcing must support a modular approach to the topic.
A module is a component in a context where components can be combined.
sourcements describe fragments of a reality and these descriptions can be
combined by taking their union. Sourcements will play the role of modules
in a modular theory of sourcing. Admittedly this is a rather weak form of
combination but it serves our purposes. In a modular theory of sourcing
all aspects of sourcing and sourcing transformations are related to modules
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(in this case sourcements) that feature only the aspects needed for that
particular aspect.
Follow-up outsourcing. As time passes the share of initial outsourcing trans-
formations (as a fraction of all sourcing transformations) will decrease and
the fraction of follow-up outsourcing transformations will increase. In a
follow-up outsourcing transformation sources may move to a new (other)
unit once more. A precise definition of follow-up outsourcing must be
given, and also of backsourcing which is a special case of follow-up sourc-
ing.
Transformation and transition description. Once a sourcing transformation
has been specified its implementation takes place by putting a transition
into effect. An outsourcing theory must provide tools for the notation of
algorithms (instruction sequences) or more abstractly control codes (see
[4] and [1]) which when put into effect have the required results. Both
risk analysis and testing surface as vital elements in this stage. The dis-
cussion of risks and testing in [1] applies to control codes for sourcing
transformations as well.
Transformation independent business case. For some sourcing transformations
it may be unclear to what extent the jargon of outsourcing and insourcing
is adequate. Then it must be possible to accumulate information in more
neutral terms before deciding to label an expected transformation with fa-
miliar but only seemingly specific labels, such as outsourcing. Because [11]
claims that both parties knowing both business cases is a critical success
factor for outsourcing, it may be useful to have a terminology available
where the business case is analyzed while avoiding the label outsourcing
so that another next step can be envisaged making use of the same busi-
ness case information. Strictly speaking these business cases concern new
sourcements rather than the economics of the transformation into these
new sourcements.
European Tender Procedure (ETP). European regulations add a significant
dimension of complexity to the concepts of sourcing and outsourcing.
Without paying due attention to the matter, the development of a theory
of (out)sourcing leads to mismatches with the jargon and processes that
are being enforced by the EU by way of the European Tender Procedure
(ETP) see [14] and [13].51
Literature about outsourcing in connection with EU procurement is not
easy to find. Most EU procurement literature concerning services ap-
proaches the matter as a unidirectional purchase of a service contract.
Nevertheless besides conceptual works relating outsourcing and ETP the
51Instead of ETP one often speaks of EU procurement, sometimes of European procurement.
In [27] PTP is used for European Public Tendering Process. ETP is termed the EU public
procurement regime in [21].
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study of ETP’s effectiveness for outsourcing from public units is impor-
tant. We refer to [21] for an analysis of the economic principles of such
work.
Outsourcing theory must be developed in such a way that the relation
with ETP is clarified.52
Normal case. Units may be classified by means of a type. Then different units
of the same type can be compared. Having such information available one
may find that for certain sources in certain units in certain environments
it is normal (majority of cases) that these units contain those sources.
In the Platform Outsourcing Nederland (PON) standard outsourcing
contract [25] one seems to need the following interpretation of outsourcing:
“having been outsourced in the light of the fact that this is not normally
the case”. Clearly this usage of the term outsourcing is at odds with the
convention that we have opted for in [6].
This raises the important question if normal-case considerations must
enter outsourcing theory. We have no opinion about this matter, but it
needs to be covered by an outsourcing theory.
Just in time sourcing method selection. When an outsourcing is envisaged it
may not yet be known to what extent there will be a need or an opportu-
nity to split the sourcement envisaged for outsourcing into different lots in
order to make use of the competences and workforce of more than a single
provider. A flexible language is needed which accommodates the possi-
bility that such information may become available only at some specific
stage in a formalized transformation process. Moreover, that allows that
the choice of such a process itself, at some stage, has not yet been made.
In other words, that making the choice is itself a part of the formalized
process.
7 Concluding remarks
In this paper the results of [6] and [2] have been used and extended towards
an analysis of sourcing and outsourcing competence. It has been argued that
outsourcing competence can stand on its own feet and has a role to play besides
domain specific sourcing competences and besides a range of service industry
competences.
52The impact of ETP can be quite specific for a kind of business. In the Netherlands, for
instance, a substantial amount of work has been done on the impact of EU procurement in the
domain of home care (e.g. see [30]). In that domain it is far from obvious to decide when ETP
is mandatory and ETP has many unexpected and costly side-effects. With no sign of service
offerings from outside The Netherlands emerging in this domain, EU regulations have had a
counterproductive impact on the procurement and provision of care services by frustrating
communication between different parties who ought to communicate in order to best serve
their clients.
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Outsourcing competence as its stands today need not be understood as being
evidence based, it may be better characterized as a so-called community com-
petence. The notion of ability has been positioned to indicate the higher level
interpretation of competence which will be evidence based at least in princi-
ple. So, at the moment outsourcing competence will not guarantee outsourcing
ability, and in fact assessing a person’s outsourcing ability objectively is hardly
possible. In order to deal with the problem that an (objective) ability more
often than not can’t be confirmed either, (which is plausible in the subject of
outsourcing), in the near future, the notion of conjectural ability has been put
forward.
Further we have suggested that outsourcing theory besides being of an in-
dependent interest as a topic of pure investigation, should be understood as a
tool for strengthening an outsourcing competence profile by augmenting it with
specific conjectural abilities. That awareness of some theory of outsourcing cre-
ates a plausible conjectural ability can be understood as a requirement from a
practical perspective on the development of an outsourcing theory. Based on
that view a survey of issues that outsourcing theory should eventually cover has
been given. This suggests that a competence profile pull, and more specifically
a conjectural ability pull, rather than a theory push can and preferably should
be driving the development of outsourcing theory. Following this line of thought
the development of an outsourcing theory can be motivated as working towards
a way to offer a new or improved conjectural ability component of a person’s
outsourcing competence profile.
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